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PART OHE
REASONS AND PROOF OF I»FWJSKCE

CHAPTER. QSS
INTRODUCTION
Scholars commonly assert; that Edmund Spenser, the
great poet of trie Elisabethan Age, exerted influence upon John
Hilton* tho Puritan povt of the next century* The purpose of
this paper is to report the findings of a study of this in*
fluenoe, the reasons for it, and the kind and the extent of it.
Although Spenser ' s work undoubtedly did have its
effects upon I'll ten, the question of ho*j? much it effected Mm
is greatly debated. If tho influence, as this paper will
attempt to prove, is profound* Ullton'e greatness is, in part,
due to Spenser* This debt to Spenser need not detract from
our esteem of Ml ion, for he was able to recognise tho universal,
timeless qualities in Ms predecessor and utilise thou in his
own way and to his otm advantage. This ability helps to deter-
mine his greatness, for a lesser nan could not have made such
an achievement; the greater the amount of influence, the great-
er Milton 1 s task, for to turn the qualities he valued in
Spenser to his own use required skillful and true interpreta-
tion, Initiative i and originality. Milton was not an imitator.
2t we can trace wherein he was influenced, wo can
find out some of those qualities he recognised. The fact that
he was able to use them successfully in his austere Puritan
Age* the very antithesis of Spenser's Af<;e, proves their

universality and timelessneos.
In Brisking the study contained in these paces, the
reasons why Hilton rois influenced by Spenser are listed first*
These reasons explain the eommon grounds of disposition, in-
cident, and belief on which they were able to raeot across tho
years.
Secondly, proof that the influence exists is r;iven
by the testimony of authorities and of Hilton himself. These
testimonies are to show that the influence is such that it can-
not be discounted or Ignored, and that, if Hilton reoogni?ied
it, ho certainly did not preeurae that it detracted frost his
greatness.
The influence in thought content, structure, and
wording is then successively traced. These all have a bearing
on each other and are interrelated, but, for the orJ-ie of
clarity, are divided accordingly and without defeating the pur-
poses of this paper.
ffo date Sdwln Greenlaw has made the most extensive
study of Spenser, v.lth Charles Osgood and Frederick Pa&clford
he has edited the Spenser Variorum yhieh gives, as far as it
has been completed, the text of Spenser 1 s wor& with couipioto
analysis, references, and comparisons. Karris Fletcher 1*
tyilton; Complete po etical ^orlrs is edited v/ith good notes and
su^cstions as to influences affeotin,.; and affected by UX1 ton
in each poenu areeniaw has also written two articles about

Spenser* fl influence on nil ton in stuai go in PWJLoloj^. These
deal almost entirely with influence on thought, The Hilton
Handbook j by Janes H. iianford, and The Bpensez* Han&boo& a by
IU V, Jones, nane parallel descriptions and parallel
incidents of plot in the two poets. There are numerous other
less iiiiportant sources on the subject.
In this study I have attempted to dra^ together the
various influences of Spenser and Mil ton as suggested by these
authors, and found by a close perusal of the poets' work, and
amplified fcy new discoveries of ray aim. Because of the nature
of the paper, most of the material is drav/n directly from
Spenser's and Kil ton's works.

CHAPTER WO
Hg&SQRS FOR WFUJEBCfi OF SPENSER OH MILTON
Spenser end Milton are commonly represented with
Chaucer end Shakespeare as the four moat outstanding figures
in English literature* Since spencer lived during the six*
teenth century and Hilton during tho seventeenth! is it not
natural that Milton should be influenced greatly by Ma pre-
decessor, for what poet raight not learn by means of studying
those who were poets before him, particularly those of great
ability? Ho one can deny the genius of Spenser, and Hilton
certainly recognised it. Set it &uot be reaeu&erad that .Milton
HI hlnself a genius, or he would not stand out tilth Chaucer,
Shakespeare, and Bpenser in equal rank. Had he been influ-
enced so greatly by Spenser that he merely imitated, he could
not be called original* Spenser had talent, originality,
imagination, and superior intellect expressive in its own
unique forn, and therefore produced work unlike anyone else's
in its essential qualities. How far eay an author bo in-
fluenced then, and still retain his originality? How far did
it go in the case of Spenser and mitonf Xf wo can answer
this question, we can answer the preceding one
•
1 have suggested that Milton accepted Spenser's
influence because ho recognised his greatness* Yet for this

reason ho was influenced by Plato, Aristotle, Honor, Halory,
Virgil, Chaucer, and numerous others. For other reasons the
Influence of Spenser predominated*
First, the natures of the two men were similar.
Both were extremely sensitive - sensitive to beauty, feeling
ecstasy at its manifestation and sotting it up as an idol of
truth and virtue* Both were sensitive to wrong, quick to lash
with stinging words at the evils existing in society and
politics, They were sensitive to life and took it3 disillusions
hard; they were sensitive to music, to rhythm, to every thing
aesthetic and lovely* Linked with their sensitivity is their
imagination, --powerful j pictorial, splendid. Both had stern
will poorer, hi'Jh ideals, and great ambition, combined with a
high seriousness and tenacity of purpose. Two such similar
natures would, of course, have much in common.
In son of like natures similar events would very
likely produce similar thoughts and ideas* There are many
parallels in the lives of Spenser and lv.ilton, which make a
bond between them, A man** life, directly or indirectly,
affects his work, She events of life affect his thoughts and
emotions, and it Is his thoughts and emotions which come forth
on paper,
Spenser and Stilton were both born in London, John
Spenser, Edmund's father, was not; a Londoner but he settled
there to become a free Journeyman of the SteYQhant Taylor's

6.
Company • Removal from Coventry to city enploy&ent is typical
of the age, for with the coming of a new impetus, that of the
Renal ssane e, into England, trade grew and xlourishod, companies
were formed, and industry expanded. There the lifctle boy grew
up amid the hustle and bustle of a nevf exciting age. lie met
'6lr Philip Sidney there, and DeSelincourt tells us that in the
December Eclogue of ghe Sheehearde 1 e Calendar uthere is no
local color that eilght not have been drawn £%x>m the country
that lay at the gates of London.*1 Hilton's London was not
greatly different froci that of Spenser* *Thi London v;hich he
knew as a boy was the London of Shakespeare and Ben Jcnaon.*G
Viliat, then, but that of Spenser? The gay city, the city of
courtiers, the city of opportunity.
Spenser's age was one of political Intrigue. Queen
Elizabeth sua the unifying, glorifying power of her country,
but she was not unpossessed of whiuo and caprices of Blind which
led her to hold prejudices. She was a great ruler, but a huiaan
being who had foibles and weaknesses; she was loyal, honorable,
and energetic on behalf of her country ~~ not always so on
behalf of her supporters. Wo cannot blame her too euch. It
©as an age when the security of the crown depended upon subtlety,
1. J. C, Smith, E. DeSelinoourt, The ro^tlo/A gorfca of B%£SM
Jtoenjser, p. xi.
2. FTI*. CLeder. k. ft, Lovott, E. K. Hoot, British Pojtrjr and

connivance, shrewdness, ana not always undecoitful methods*
Only Elisabeth could have hold her position. The fact that
she did was invaluable to the future of the country, tout this
was at the expense of many individual*, Spenser was caught
in this Bet of subtlety. Me aspired for a court position, and,
go
-a-jie protege of the Earl of Leicester, who was a favorite of
the queen, he stood a gsod Shanes of attaining his goal, toufc
Leicester fell out of the Queen's favor, and Spenser's hopes
collapsed. He dedicated hie Shenhearde' s Calendar to Sidney,
hoping to win by another avenue of approach, tout that also
felled. With £he Ifoerie ftueone
,
he wen Sir Walter Raleigh's
approval and help, toy means of which he secured a pension from
the queen, but because of the animosity of Lord Burghley, the
Prise Minister, ho had difficulty collecting it, Bpenaey,
hopeful frora the tine of his jrou^h, *.:as thus gradually dis-
illusioned and aieappomted.
Hilton's life was no less influenced toy polltidal
issues, slid In like manner he was disillusioned. As a youn<-;
man he went to Italy to pursue hie studies, but he was recalled
to England to servo hie country in its time of need, for this
was the time when Cromwell *sus rebelling against the tyrannous
Charles !• Charles was executed in and the Oocaaonwealth
was established.. Cromwell appointed Hilton Latin Secretory, and
he was then employed in writing political pamphlets for the
cause of the new government . Imagine, then, his disappointtxnt
when Cromwell's dictatorship followed the Commonwealth. Had he

not been employed by Crowvrell to errand against that voiy thing?
He hated any kind of tyranny, that of a Qroasrell aa ttuoh as
that of a Charles.
Both Spenser and Kilton were extremely patriotic.
Spenser glorified and supported his queen as Hilton did hie
Cromvell.
Having noted that both nen nore entangled In the
political net of their dry, let us note also the religious
situation and its effect in each case. In the IHissabothan Age
the great slwPaggls bosun Irf Henry VXXX to establish the Church
of England was still g&lng on, raid Elizabeth had passed the Act
oi* Uniformity, &ezspelling the use of the Prayer Book of
Edward* 6h* had also is cued an Act of Supreoae-y establishing
the power of the cro^n over the Chvrch. She proclaimed that no
one should attenpt to change the established church. The
Catholics, v.ho were the bugbear of her father, s?ere not the
only source of contention, however, for Elizabeth} in 1 8
reign John Knox, a Scotchman, had adopted Calvinism and brought
it b&efe froza the continent In the fora of Preshy torianlsm. The
sects which were to oppose each other in open conflict in Ui£
next century were already forming and breeding the seeds of
trouble. When Spenser went to Cambridge, he formed a deep and
lasting friendship «4tfc Gabriel Harvey. Harvey was a strong
Puritan, and at Cambridge, fithe hot-bed of those ecclesiastical
' controversies v^rioh harassed the minds of Eliisabeth and her

advisers, the odium theologleisa was peculiarly virulent.*
2
Spender was in the Bidet of this tur&oil, Its effect 3 are in
Ida vork9 ana it is not surprising that ho srao Puritan in hi
3
tendencies*
?he ago of ttilton was the time when these smouldering
ooals of religious dissension "tost Into flame. Royalty
aanotioned the Church of England. Then Charles loot Ms heed*
and Oror-raell the Puritan was in power, Milton, the son of a
pen who had broken off relations with hie Ronan Catholic telly
in order to foil or/ the Puritan faith, found it agroeablo to eorl
for oauso3 with which he was in sympathy, but with the return of
Cnarlea II, ho was forced to go into hiding. Puritanism was
not In favor in Spenser1 8 tinej it was not. of lasting favor in
Hilton* a, and both poets ware sympathetic with its tenets.
sponsor ana Wilton also had exoorienocs in love
which, though not parallel situations, wore parallel in result.
Although Spenser was happily married ana Milton was not, both
&new unhappinous in love, for the former/ in his younger days
before ha know Elisabeth !-3oyle, later his wife, was reputedly
in love with a .jirl to whom he refers in The Shephearde^s
Calendr*^ as Rosalind. In his poeni he lamenta the fact that
she will not have him and is saddened by it. Milton, ;nore
fortun-to in winning the girl he wanted, period her but was
3. J. C. Ssvlth, E. BeSclincourt, 00. alt. , p. ix
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unhappy In love and separated from her for three years. fte~
conciliation came later, bat the point; to bo considered here
is that both men Imot? disappointment in love*
We ocn readily see that those two sensitive
idealists would bo much disturbed fcy those cental end enotional
conflicts in their lives, that their Ideal® would be much
shaken, bat that their firmness of purpose sould lead then to
cling to those ideals xrith tenacity. This they did, and they
used musical, lyrical language to ehasnpicn their ideals aM
Sharp sr.tire to defend them.
In ether rays Sponsor and Hilton ore dike. Both
held similar Views about poetry and education. To both the
poet is a teacher. Sponsor, in his letter to Sir Walter
Raleigh eonceminr: The Faerie Qneene, emlains his purpose as
"to fashion s. gentleman or noble person in virtuous and gentle
discipline. H ^ Hilton expresses the high function of poetry
in Ms tract on education? t} t mean not the prosody of a verso...
but that sublime art (r/hich shores) what religious, what
glorious and magnificent use might be mado of poetry, both in
divine and human things.** Both men believed that virtue is
active, not passive. Milton's view that the pasyions within
the soul of man and the pleasures round about us are 11 the very
ingredients of virtue" is the same as that presented by
' k>* Robert vautney Bolv/oll. The Renaissance. p« 136.
5« Sdwin Greenlaw, "A £>-t leFTeacher Hnci\ Aquinas* f gSgglej in
Phllolory, XXV, 0. l^o.

8p$g!dgF throughout ih|^ jfoffigtje,
The ne?:t point; in question, however, is to discover
*&o what extent those beliefs were parallel and to rchat extent
Milton obtained thera from Spenser. Greenlaw espressos his
opinion thati they r/er© parallel beliefs.7 Be tl^t as it :any,
possession of like beliefs in certain fields, such as
education and poetry, certainly nade a lltffc between Spenser
and SSlltoa vtfiich might Induce the latter to adapt further
beliefs of Ms predecessor. At ar\7 rate, if it is a parallelism
rather than an Influence, the parallelism laid a basis for the
influence, further discussion of the ideas in ?ho Jj&ejrJLe
cueone as related to theso expressed by rdl.ton will bo given
in a more pertinent place.
.
Spenser* a love of beauty and eensuousneas made it
difficult for liia t» be consistent in upholding the tenets of
Puritanism. Al^houfjii he theoretically sided with Piers, r.iio
represents Puritanism in the Kay Bclorjua of ghe ^!v^heardo,ys
5jll^ndait,^ hi?j poetry bursts forth nore buoyantly and
spontaneously in the cause of Palinode* representative of the
Anglican Church in the some Eclogue. Ollton meets the sonic
difficulty. Ascotio as ho is, he revealed in a rash moment
his love of the sensuous in •J&ifjgf the Seventh V/ritten in His
7 . ibid.

nineteenth ateer" in which ho revels in the physical beauty of
e young girl* That ho regretted this is proved by a note added
Inter in which ho explains that he v?rote it at a time when ho
was flwarped and twisted* in mind. 9 Whom doesn't the spring
warp and twist in mind? The reader delights in finding that
these two Puritans, against their wills, are human in fowl?
susceptibilities* Xet perhaps that they owe their genius to
this very quality for their depth and force is Believed by it.
Had they none o.f the sensuous eleiaent much of the imagery and
color would be lachinr;*
Lastly, It should be noted that Spenser marks a
transition between two great ages, the Middle Ages and the
Renalasanas* Therein is a part of his greatness* Likewise
Kllton marks a transition between the Renaissance and the Kco-
Classic Period. The Middle Ages had many limitations -
scarcity of verso farms, an undeveloped language, religious
subject matter, no incentives for initiative, all of which
resulted in no great literature, the one exception being
Chaucer* The Use-Classic Period likewise had limitations | it
was a turning away from originality and exuberance, a set-back,
although intended to be a perfecting, influences it was a con-
finement to rules, to didacticism, and to imitation that
thwarted greatness In literature* in contrast, the Renaissance
held the key to many literary as well as "mode of Hiring11
9* flee The Poetical Works ojf John Kilton. Oxford, Edition, p*577

secrets — the exuberance of the age, the nesr discoveries and
new way of thinking, the mvi confidence in man and his
abilities* the nor; urge to hold end express original ideas or
interpret old ideas originally all contributed to a vitality
and vivacity aever known in England before. Was it this common
denominator! the Renaissance, which not only fostered these
geniuses but aided 1211ton to understand and esteem Spenser?
It was probably in large part responsible for their beliefs,
but it was essentially the men's natures* lives, and beliefs,
taken all together, that wove the mysterious chain between the
tr/o.

1*,
PROOF OF THE SCCStKBCS OF SHE 07 SPBJfSia OH BIL*£G8
Batting shown that; the circumstances favorable for the
influence of Spenser on Hilton exist, it is wore important now
to show tly.it it does exist* r*'he problem hero on Mill ho
to present the pi-oof, tiany authorities give their support to
the argument* Felix Sohelllng Bay01 6W« tway note ho# hero and
•elsewhere Spenser waa Hilton's guiding Btar,* Again, Kanford
says; "Spenser was of value to Hilton to help hia interpret
his genius to himself, in fostering hie poetical ideallea and
hi 3 eathufilssai for purity, In teaching hla how- to ^ve concrete
literary e^bodi^ent to Fla^nisnU" 2 He says again, in re-
ferring to &tllton| *T&& pars&ount influence regains, X believe,
that of Upcnser,*-'
John upy&en also aa&es an appropriate statement in
"The Preface to The Fables,** Ho saysi *sdlfcen was the poetics
son or* Spenser*—* nilton has Eic&novlodged to mo that Soensor
was hie original**
".'11ton's 07/n testimony is the host proof of any* In
his *Areopagitioa* he oade the facaou@ reference v.4uch has ^0
often boon discussed r.nl on "a&ieh Greenlaw aas written an en~
1* Felix Sohollia*?. Th- Sm3.i
f
sh Isrric. s. 107.
2* James K. Hsaford, A r.ilto-i Uum^ooI:, 0* 130.
J. Ibid,. ::, 129,
4» £dwln Oreenlaw, 00, £ij&** P« 197
•
1

tire articled "—our sage and serious poet Spenser (whom X
dare be known to think a better teacher than Sootus or
Aquinas)— u ^ opposition to Professor Raleigh, who does not
recognise Spenser as a source of Hilton, 7' Greenlaw interprets
this to mean that Hilton had a deeper understanding of the
greatness of Ms predecessor than anyone else since. He in«
fspa that, if Spenser 13 not recognized as a source, it is
due to lack of comprehension*®
Greenlaw goes on to -show the similarity of thought,
purpose, and structure of Paradise Lost and the Faerie, Queene.
which, he cays, could have no less in common at first sight*
When these similarities are later brought out, it will be clear
that SHItoft* s remark cannot be cast aside as unimportant
«
There is further proof of Milton's indebtedness to
Spenser in other remarks of the poet. In the "Apology for
Smeetymntte* he says t "I be tool: me to those fables and romances
which recount in solemn cantos the deeds of knighthood founded
by our Victorious kings, and from hence renown all over
Christendom.*^ Hanford believes this is a reference to the
5. J. A. St. John, nil tons Prose
.
Works. XI, p.
6. Edwin Greenlaw "A better teacher £ban Aquinas 1*, Studies in
Phllolony. XIV.
7. **He hatla confessed to me, f said Dryden, 'that Spenser was
hi3 original, an incredible statement unless we under*
stand • original • in the sense of his earliest admiration,
his poetic godfather who first won him to poetry."—Prof.
Walter Alexander r.&le:l t;;h, Liltc-n, p. IJm
8. Edwin Greenlaw, 03> cit • , pT lV/.
9. James Hanford, pp.* pi t. , p. S"/5*

16.
M solemn cantos" of the *eage and aorlous" Spenser, in fact so
much so that he makes reference to it twice in A J^n/ton Hand*
320J&.10
Milton again makes reference to Spenser in
n £lhonoklastes" in which he attacks the evil 3 of parliament*
flo oayst "If there were a man of iron, ouch as Talus, by our
poet Spenser§ is feigned to be, the page of Justice, who with
his iron flail could do all this, and expeditiously, without
those deceitful forms and circumstances of law, worse than
ceremonies in religion, 1 say . G-od send it done, whether by
one Talus, or by a thousand,*11 he thus directly mentions
and shows approval of Spenser, and, more than approving, would
call into action Spenser* fl idea of justice.
The first direct Spenserian influence probably came
to Ltilton while he was still a youth at St. Paul's School. The
headmaster there was Alexander (Jill. In his book, Loftonomia
AngflLiea. he quoted freely from Spenser in the section of
grammatical and rhetorical figures. He was especially fond of
Spenser, preferring him to Homer, and many of his examples of
English usage were taken from The Faerie Queone. HUH." soya
Karris Fletcher, "must haw* exercised considerable influence on
the young Milton. h12 of course this is easily understandable.
What ardent and eager student, as Hilton was, would not bo in-
fiuenoed by a learned and wise teacher? Developing his love of
10. Ibid. "Milton says that the solemn cantos of the fables and
romanoes of knighthood (evidently the Faerie queens )-~» rt
p. 130 "Above all he is thinking of the •solemn cantos' of
the • sage and serious 1 Spenser, who becomes henceforth a
dominant influence in his poetic aspirations. * p. 17 li#
11. St. John, Kilton i Prose Works. 1$ p. 3^6.
lg. Harris FletcKer7 I&ltont" Co'mplete Poetioal Works, p. J2»

PARS SfWO
INFLUENCE Oil THOUGHT

CHAPTER FOUR
IDEAS ABOUT POETRX
Spenser and Hilton, as previously mentioned had
Biallar ideas on poetry* Both thought the poet should be a
teacher. They both had ideaJ.isti.io conceptions of education,
rilton says in his tract on education that the end of learning
is in "possessing our ftould of true virtue, which being united
to the heavenly grace of faith, makes up the highest per*
feotion*. The poet'fl function being to teach, he should,
then, teaoh Hrue virtue'1 . Spenser believed also that poetry
should teach virtue. In The Qhephearde| a Calendar ho says:
•Oh what an honor it is to restrain the lust of lawless* youth
with good advice. M^ K.K.3 explains this line further: "This
place Beeoeth to conspire with Plato, ?/ho in his first books
de Legibus oayth that the first intention of Poetry v/e.a of
very vertuou3 intent.'1^ Is there any reason why both poets,
diligent students of the classics, could not have received
their conceptions of the function of poetry directly frca Plato
and independently of each other?
There was a reason, for Kilton 1 s poetry is character-
1. Edwin Greenlaw, Studies in PfeLlolpfiy., XXV, p. 1$3,
2. Edmund Spenser's Shenhearde 1 s '(SpXenaar » October, L. 21
3. n F.. t?hose IdentYty is unknown, added explanatory notes
to the Shephearde* b Calendar at Spenser's request.
J. C. Smith and i^r"Dei>e!Lincourt, Work s of Edmund Spenser,
p.

19.
ised by a particular sort of Platonism, a Platonism influenced
by certain other elements unconanon to it as such, yet the
Bane sort as found in Spenser. We find in Spenser's "Hymnes*
a carious mingling of Platonism and Christianity in an attempt
to reconcile the two* In "An Kynne of Heavenly Love rt he says:
"The hl^h eternal1 powre, which now doth move In all these
things, moved in it oolfe by love. "5
He goes further than the Biblical idea that God is Love, hew*
ever, and identified Love with Beauty, Xn "An Kymne in
Honour of Beautie" he says s
H Dut gentle Love, that loiall is and tret?,
Will more illumine your resplendent ray,
And a&de more brightnesse to your goodly hew,
From light of his pure fire--
and, again?
H So every spirit, as it is most pure,
And hath in it the more of heavenly light,
So it the fairer bodie doth procure to habit Uu*7
This latter hymn wa*j of course, written earlier than the two
on celestial love and beauty, but the fact that Spenser re-
printed them at the tirae he published the last tovo shows that
ho did not repudiate them nor his Platonic idealism*
Bllton« too, expresses the Christian idea that Cod
is love:
The Son of God rais seen
Host glorious | In him all his Father shorn
Substantially express'd, and in his face
Divine oompassion visibly appeared,
Love without end« Hk
'* §. Edmund Spenser's MAn Hymne of Heavenly Love*j 1« 27~£o.
6« "An Hyiane in Honour of Deautie", 1* 176-17&.
7. Ibid. . 1. 127-150.

20.
The Platonic conception that the "heavenly light* generates
beauty is also expressed
J
"For He&V'nly minclos from such distempers foule
Aro ever clear.
Both poets, then, conceived a lofty Christian*
Platonic ideal as the coal toward which to aim and the purpose
of their poetry was to teaoh this ideal. Greenlaw sums it up
nicely J
"2he union of mysticism and the practical virtues, of
the contemplative with the active life, *» is at once character-
istic of Spenser and Milton. "3.0
Again* Spenser has said poetry is superior to
philosophy, for °So much more profitable and gratioua is dec-
trine by eneample than by rule."11 Ho carries cut this prac-
tice in his work. The Faerie Queens supplies many examples*
as when Redorosse (Holiness) overcomea the hideous monster
(Errour).^2 Stilton teaches "by ensample" also, and Spenser's
influence in this respect is obvious, for Sin in Boole Two of
Paradise Lost is Shown to us as a hideous monster very reminis-
cent of Spenser's "foul Errour**
Poetry, being virtuous in intent, therefore must he
on lofty subjects. In the "Letter to Raleigh* it has been
noted that Spenser said that his end was to fashion a Gentle-
man or noble person. In the dedication to "The Hymnes" ho aayst
9. Ibid., IV, 1. 110-9.
' 10. Greenlaw, studies in Philology. XVII, p. 320.
11. Ecunund denser* better to iialeiKh, Soo H. Colwell, The
Renalseance o T^f*
1
—
1
*
_
15* li^MM'^^i Canto 1.

"Having composed these former t<no Hyiimoa in praise of
love and bcautie,--v;hich do rather sue!: out poyeon to their
Strong passion than hony to their hone at delight— , I resolved
at Least to amend, and by v/ay of retraction to reforae them.
Baking in stead of those tv/o Hymnes of earthly or natural! love
and beautie, tuo others of heavenly and celestial!
.
H
~3
Uil ton also believed poetry should be on lofty sub-
jects, and thus he chose a lofty theme for Ms great epic.
Milton was influenced by Spenser in choice of a subject for in
the poem written to Kansas* he expressed a desire to write a
national epic. It ?;as to be about Arthur, as Sponsor's
national epic, the Faerie Queene, had been. Ho saysi
"0, nay my lot vouchsafe to me a friend so fine, one
who knows so veil how to honour the men of Phoebus, true Lion,
if ever I shall bring bad: to my songs the kings of icy native
land, and Arthur, who set wars in train even 'neath the earth
(,i # e. Fairyland) , or shall tell of the hi£h-hearted heroes
bound together as comrades at the peerless table, and «. 0, may
the spirit corae to my aid - 2 shall break to pieces Saxon
phalanxes under the might of Briton's warring* *v*
ShlS passage certainly refers to the Faerie Queene, t
ftedorosse, in the political allegory, represented "the kings of
my native land. * Arthur "set wars in train* throughout the
Faerie. 5ueene_j and S;£eat, in his translation of Milton's
*tfanao*f quoted above, notes that ** 'neath the earth' 1 meant
Fairyland*
• Vfoen Milton later changed his theme to that presented
in paradise Lost , he wrote to Ms friend, Charles Diodatl{
"I an hymning the King of Heavenly Seed, Bringer of
Peace, and the blessed generations covenanted by the holy bocks

22,
and of the (heathen) coda, of a sudden crashed, at their own
fames. rt^5
By way of shoving the theme of poetry should bo thus lofty,
he say a again!
rt Do not you look down on song divine* creation of the
bard, for naught graces more finely than does song his heavenly
source, Ms heavenly seed, hia Bind mortal in origin.
tfilton, then, if ho turned from Spenser's theme of
Arthur, none the less adhered to a theme which was lofty, and
which, if we examine "An Rymne of Heavenly tore", was probably
none the less influenced by Speneer. In the hymn, one of those
written to compensate "natural! love" with "eeleotia!l%
Spenser tells of the creation of the angels and their fall, the
creation of the an&ela and their fall, the creation of the woric
and of man, man 9 3 temptation and fall* and man1 a salvation
through atonement "by Christ*
Spenser believed that poetry was produced by divine
inspiration. Of Caddie* a Smhleme at the end of the October
Eclogue of the ffiepheardejjs Calendar* E. K. explains; Hereby
is meant, as also in the whole course of this Aeglojjue, that
Poetry is a divine instinct and unnatural r&go passing the
reache of somen reason. "-7 I'll ton says? "lay soul is deeply
stirred, is all o.&oxt with mysterious impulses, the madness of
inspiration and holy sounds stir mo to my deeps within.*^ £ne
15. Ibid., "jiler^ the Sixth", Cheats' translation, p. 57^.
, lb. Ibid., "Letter So His father", Skeats* translation, p. 59!
•
17. J.C. Smith and E. DeSellnoourt, or., clt.. p. ^59
•
IS. See The Poetical worlds of John Kllto-H,. Oxford F,d. # "SLo^y
the Fifth*, Sfeea'ta ' translation* p. 5f0«

link between Spenser and miton is further shotm to be eloso
here, when Spenser says?
"For Bacchus fruita is frend to Phoebus wiee"^
and Hilton uses the same cods for reference!
l} To these blessings we add artistry, and Phoebus
diffused throughout the inndermoBt deeps of your souli you^
Bacchus, Apollo, Ceres favoux* a3 they favour no one eico.^SO
Again, Spenser sayat
"And when Trrlth Vine the brain e begins to Sv;eate, ir)
She nombers flowe as fast as spring doth ryae»***
And niton: "ISasale cups foam over with a rich flood of sons,
and from the very vrine Jar you pour forth metres bottled
therein*"
It is Interesting also to observe that Hilton refers
to Chancer as fi!ityrus, 23 the na»e given Chaucer by Spenser*2*
It is very likely that Ltilton was influenced in his ideas of
poetry hy Edmund Spencer*
19, nnephearde1 s Calendar, October, X* 106.
20 • Poetical Works of John Milton, Oxford Edition, "JgLegy the
21* £h* Cel., October, 1. 107-10*3
22* Poetic;;! Works of John Hilton, Oxford Edition, *Heg3T tho
&ixth«, p. 575«
23« Ibid., "Letter to Hanoue*, p. 55b,
24* J.C, Gtatlth and K, De^lineourt, on^^cit,, Sh* Cal* Feb*
Elosse, p. *26*

CHAPTER FIVE
PLATONISU
The Platonism In Spenser and In Hilton is hard to
separate from their other beliefs and oeno options. Something
has already been said about their Platonio Ideas in regard to
their theories of poetry. This very fact might lead one to
believe that much of Hilton 9 a Platonism came from Spenser, or
from Plato through Sponsor,
V/g have Just seen that both Spenser and Milton tried
to reconcile Platonism with Christianity. Sit this attempt!
they were alike, and Hilton may have been influenced by the
former. §y isolating some passages from each poet, it vae
shown that they held the ideas In common that love Is beauty
and that all that is good Is beautiful. In Spenser gentle
Lovo H v/ill add ^brightness© to your goodly hew f'j In Milton
the Son of God was rt eeen most glorious 55 because In his faco
appeared "love without end."1 In Spencer I rt For all that
fairs is, Is by nature good"2 and in Milton I nEruth, Wisdoms,
Sanotitu&e severe and pure'1 shone nin their looks Divine"
fer Adam v/as 8the goodliest sen of men since bom his Sons,
tho fairest of her oau^tere Eve, 9 before they bad sinned.
3
1. See Chapter Four
2. ttllymne in Honour of Beautie*, 1. 139.
3. Paradise Lost, EI:. IV, 1. ?Sy, 3^3*

Xn the MHymnes B Spenser shows a progressive working
of tho soul of wan to attain the heavenly kingdom. He cays:
flThriso happle man him hold,
Of all on earth, whom God go much doth £race,
And lets his owne Beloved (Sapience) to beholds—
It doth bereave Their eoule of sense,
Through infinite delight, And. them transport
From flesh into the sprlght****'
To reach this height, however, the soul of man has to pas a up
through the spheres, one of which is Plato's realm of Idoas,
placed by Spenser above the Christian heaven: ho begins by
finding beauty and goodness in the physical* thou in the
spiritual, and finally reaching Sapience as the highest regard.
Wilton not only expresses the same idea that the
flesh goes into the spirit, but the progress lfl the same -
through the spheres:
"Each (of all things) in their several actlvo
spheres assigned,
£ill body up to spirit \7orfc # tt
Xt begins with the physical:
"Flours and thir fruit Han's nourishment,*
and proceeds to the spiritual:
H Ey gradual scale cublin'd to vital Spirits aspire,
to animal, to intellectual, give both life and sense
Fansle and understanding » H ^>
and finally tho ultimate goal:
"Whence tho soule Reason receives, and reason is
her belns"
.
K "Hymns of Heavenly Beautie*, 1, 239-2^1, 2|?7-259«
5« ^JAse Lost, V, 1. lil*Mj.

26.
Llilton admired reason, and it la somewhat comparable to
Spenser's Sapience.
Again* Spenser coys, in true agreement with Plato,
that all nature is a mainfeatation of God. Truth, love,
wisdom, bliss, grace, doom, mercy, and might.
«• unto all He daily doth display,
And show himself in the image of Ms grace,
As in a loolsing classe, through which he may
Be seene, of all his creatures vile end base,
That are unable else to see his face. "6
Mil toil, too, believes that earthly form3 ere but the embodiment
of Spirit in nature:
•What surmount* the reach Of human sense, I shall
delineate so,
Ly lil^ning spiritual to corporal forms.
As nay express them best, though v/hat if Earth
Be but the shadow of Heav'n, and things therein
Each to other like, more then on earth is thought?*?
Sinoo Milton is so close to Spenser in the former respects, it
is believable that this idea too, in Spenser's "Hymne* as were
the others, was taken from Spenser.
Spenser follows Plato in his belief in two kinds of
love. There is earthly love and heavenly love, or that of
passion and that of reason. Thus the soul of man, in its
progression upward to the highest sphere, must gradually turn
from physical love to spiritual. His "Fcwro Hymnes rt develop •
this belief.
•
6. *Hy«ne of Heavenly BeautAc", l. li l!~U7.
7. Paradise Lost, V, 1. 571-575*

He Bay81 in "Hymne of Love'1 s
•But man, that breathes a more loraortall mind.
Hot for lusts sake, but for eternitie,
Seeks to enlarge Ms progenie.
For having yet In hid deducted spricfnt,
some sparse remaining yet of that heavenly tyre,
He is enlumined with that goodly light
j
Unto Il^e goodly semblaixt to aspyret
Therefore in choice of lovo# he doth &esys»e
£hat soem03 on earth most heavenly, -co eabracc^
That same is Beautie, borne of heavenly raoe**®
In the fourth hyane he makes a B02*t of summary!
*Beginning then below, with th'easie ve^?
Of this base world, subject to the fleshly sye,
Proa thence to taosnt alo£t by orderQdew,
To contemplation of immortali sky."-'
Milton also believes those tenets of Plato. It 038
bo seen how close his interpretation of then is to Spenser's
by certain similarities in their work, 3&e instruction of
Raphael to Adam in Paradise Lost, when it reaches the olisna^c,
)
deals with the difference between heavenly and earthly love
and beauty?
B
-~— with honor thou ttaist love thy mate —
What higher in her sociotie thou findst
Attractive, human, rational, love still;
In loving thou dost well, in passion not.
Wherein true Love consists not; love refines
The thoughts, and heart enlarges, hath his seat
In Reason, and is Judicious, is the scale
By which to heav 3 nly Love thou ffialat ascend,
Hot sunJs in carnal pleasure, for shlch cause 1
Among the Beasts no Mate for thee was found,**
In like manner Guyon, in Book Two of ffie faerie Que ens » is
warned by the palmer.
$ aifSr»ne of Heavenly Beaut.lo M , 1, 22-25.
10 « paradise Lost, vin, l, 577-59*.

23,
Because heavenly love can be attained through human
love* Raphael continues, women were made fair;
"For what a&mir'st thou, what transports thee so,
An outside? .fair no doubt, and worthy well
rj.hy cherishing* thy honouring, and thy love,
Hot thy subjection."11
Beauty is Goodness, a9 has already been seen, and
Goodness is Beauty, xxiton's sve was beautiful because she was
uncorruptcd. Spenser's Una was beautiful because she was
Truth. When Svo committed sin, she became rather despicable,
and "in her cheek distemper flushing gl0W*d»«3.2 Satan, the
fallen Lucifer, slowly loses the beauty of brightness as he
sins more and more. In The Faerie, Queene oho who appears
beautiful { Duessa) but is not good le revealed in all her
ugliness. Spenser flavors his Platoniso here with a note of •
his o\mi he shows that Beauty moves to compassion even a sin~
fttl person. When tears fell out of the "chrlstall eyas* of
lovely Florlmell, the Hvilo Sag was much moved at so pltteous
Sight Hilton also adds thld Same touch to his epic.
Satan, beholding the beauty of Eve, stood "stupidly good, of
enraitie disarm 1 d. rtlij*
Plato believed that to love a beautiful person is to
love beauty, and therefore goodness. Spenser had to reconcile
his Puritanism here, for, since nature is a manifestation of
•
11, Xbid., L. fj67«570.
3-2. Faraaiee Lost, IX, L. my*
13 « Kcrle. Queens^ III, Canto y 9 Stanza 9
14. jparadiee Lost, xx, L. 465 •

God* things of beauty m nature are c manifestation of Him, and
to love a beautiful woman is to love God. Ko hold3 this belief
in the Moorettl'i
"And that they ((k^s) love s?e weighing worthily,
Kay likewise love thee for the ease agalne:
And for- thy sake that all lyke dears didst buy,
With love way one another entertayne#
I'll ton, too, reconciled himself in this Base way, The)
passages quoted on the foregoing page justifies tho lovo of
woman« Even his own life in consistent with this, for ho turned
from celibacy to the belief that celibacy was wrong, and had
several children by Ms v/ifc, Ifeyy Powell. Bid attitude toward
celibacy is shown in Paradise Lost I
"Men from his fair Bpouse, ncr Ere the Rites
Igyeterious of eonnuabial Love refos'di
Whatever Hypocrites austerely talk
Of puritie and place and innocence,
Defaming as isspure what God declares
^
Pure, and commands to som, leaves free to allt w
Plato believed in the three-fold lifej that of r >; ic- -
action, and that of passion, Spenser illustrates his like
belief in The Faery caee.r.e, Uederoeee defends Una by deeds
of action, but it is also necessary for him to he resuscitated
by contemplation. He is taken to an old cisn whose name mas
heavenly Contemplation; Of God end goodness mas his meditation
He tells Rederosses
"Then come thou mam of earth, and see the way
( Gontempla tion )
—
that never leads the traveler astray,
1J, •Amoretti*, Sonnet t&VIIX*
l5* Paradise Lost, IV, L. 7^2-7^7*
17« frueene ," X, Canto x, Stan*a W«

But after labours lom;, and cad delay
, 1P,
Brings them to joyous rest and endlcsse blis. s,x
In Hilton* 3 Adam aotivity and contemplation are also
combined:
fl For cent eiaplation he e and valour form' d"^
9
The third phase of life, that of passion, cast bo
controlled by reason and will result In temperance, according
to Plato, In Spenser's work Sir Guyon is the man who is
Striving toward teraper&noe or self control; the Palmer is the
abstract quality of teaperanee, and ho warns Guyon against
earthly love. Hilton has almost the same plan* Raphael, sent
by G-od to warn Adam* is pure and cannot be corrupted* On the
other hand Adam is free and innocent, but also is subject to
temptation. A{;ain« the type of inteinperanoe which is the sub-
ject of the first great ericas in Guyon 1 s development is un-
worthy ambition and lust for power. In jforadlae Lost the
first great adventure in the epic is the fall of Satan, snd the
saae fora of intemperance is the cause of the fall. Greordaw
says that the last adventure of Guyon, in which he overthrows
the Bower of KLiss, unquestionably influenced Hilton's story of
Adam's tcaptation and fall. He even compares Eve with Acraoia,
"for to all intents and purposes Kve becomes the enchantress.
She is, for the tine being, transformed into Acrasla."^
IS. Ibid.
1Q. Br^lice L<5jrt, XV* L. 297
20. i&wln Greenlaw, Studies in Philology, XIV, p. 210.

Plato believed that;, a3 tejperanso controls passion,
so must wisdom Severn philosophy, and courage action, v;hen
tills la tx*uo, virtue itself is active, not passive, and both
poets boll eyed this* Again to quote Greenlaw, ho says;
"Throughout the Faerie Queens are illustrations of Hilton's
view that the passions within the soul of ran and the pleasures
round about us are •the very Ingredients of virtue 1 5 that the
virtues of temperance (F. Eh. V), and continence (F.Q. Hfc.
III & IV), specially named by Hilton, are confronted with a
profuseness of all desirable things and that the mind of man
•can wander beyond ell limit and satiety unless controlled.
•
till ton, vih.cn ho specially named then, made reference
to Spenser* In Si&onofclastes {See p* 16) he nancd Justice as
the kind in which Spenser believed. In Areopareltica ho says
8What wisdom can there he to choose, what continence to forbear,
without the knowledge of evil? I cannot praise a fugitive and
cloistered virtue unexercised and (inbreathed. £hat virtue
therefore which—knows not the utmost that vice promisee to her
followers—! s but a blanh virtue— 5 which was the reason why
our sage and serious root Spenser (whom I dare be Known to thlnl
a better teacher than Scotus or Aquinas) describing true tea*
perance under the person of G-uion, brings him in with his palms*
through the Cave of Mammon* and the bower^of earthly bliss, that
he mlgit see and know, and yet abstain.* 22
°Hedcrosse is a good example of 1 the true ^arfaring
Christain 4 of whom Hilton wrote," says Grecnlsw. i,r*\\uperance
in Spenser is Platonic, not Aristotelian«—Ihia is followed by
21. Sdwin Greenlaw, Studios In Philology, XXV, p. 202,
22. J. A. St. John, g?aV?n: Prose works, II, p.

£11ton** Anu, °In making the epic a fusion of tho Christian
dogma with philosophy ultimately Platonio, Hilton la tho
poetical son of Spenser* This statement seems believable
considering tho parallela ehnvn In the two great works (^ho
Faerie Queens and Paradise Lo^t ) * the fact tillton mentions
the specific virtues illustrated by SpenseTf and, most of all,
that in doinr; so he refers to Spenser,
Other elements of Platonism are inseparable from
other distinguishing characteristics of tho tr,a poets, but
these will bo discussed elsewhere*
23* Sdstn dreealawf Studies in Philology. XIV, p9 211-212.
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cimpTia six
SHSKDQK OF WILL
It seems consistent that an Idealist like Spenser
would believe in free villi for wJbat ohancs is there to attain
ideal a or ahat inspiration to strive for them if all our lives
ore predestined? Surely a man tsho believed in the attainment
of tho highest realta throu&i spiritual progression and trial
of active virtue would believe in free choice. He did* as
did Hilton also*
Belief in free \7il*L, in the caco of Spenser, was,
In a sense, an outgrowth of his Platonic ana idealistic
hellofa* miton accepted Platonisa and idealisa as accepted
and modified \p %?en«er< It seous logical to think the in-
fluence Bight continue here*
Xet this is no proof* Bat if we ex&wine the wording
of the t'.?o poets in dsrpressiu^ their like views un this subject*
v;e find it is surprisingly similar* Sponsor states his belief
i
"But he car- life hath left unto us free, ,
Free that was thrall, and blessed that was fcandU*
l.iilton says*
I formed thea free, and free they uust rerualn,
Till they enthrall themselves?
—
1. »i;ynne of Hoavjnly Love , h. ia>13fc«
2* paradise; ho ;. <>, XXX* *•* 12*S**^«

Knowing that SSiXton loved and knew Spenser thoroughly,' it
seerss as if the uce of the word "enthrall 11 v?ould indicate a
relationship.
Hilton further saySI
a i«'ot free, what proof could they have p-lv'n cincere
Of true? allegiance- constant Faith and Love,
Shore enely what they needs must do, aopeared,
Mot what they mla?—^
This, then, is the reason man has free will. Compare
Spender' line?
*!!e ourht demands* bat that we loving bee,
Hlffi (God) first to love—*3
This foras the core of Milton's theme for hid groat
epic Ho states his purpose is to "Justifle the waves of God
to men**® Man 1 * will is free* so ho did not no ad to sin.
Adam and Kve sinned because they didn't resist temptation* Cod
gave them grace because *¥bM first sort (Angels) by their cm 7
suggestion fell,* tut *J£an falls deoeiv'd by the other first.**'
In the Faerie, £u^ene Spenser, by means of allegory* e
plains the wave of Sod to men. Redcrosse (Holiness) deserted
Una (Truth) and thus fell into the hands of Duesea (Falseness)
«
Duessa takes him to the House of Pride. Because he is dally
~
ing with her, he Id unready to fight Orgoglio (Carnal Pride),
and is conquered by him* Arthur (Magnificence) rescues Mm
and he is reunited with Una. She takes him to the House of
J. See Obie.pter ill.
h. Paradi se Lost, III, L. 10>6.
5. '^ane of uc^venly Love** I05, liSo.
6. Paradisg Loet, 2, L. 26.
1* fcid .>'"i!'lTI i<. lc9~133-»

Holiness where he repents, L!eroie leads hia to a place where
he beholds
j
''Ills (Ck)d's) chosen people purg'd from sinful guilt*
With pretious blood, which cruelly was spilt
On cursed tree, of that* unspotted lacs, ^
fbet for the sinnes of all the world was kilt. ,,t?
Thus can aay stay with truth if he wills ; if not, he
falls into the clutches of falsehood. But reunited with truth,
he finds the true vays of holiness again*
!fcre, who is honest in deed and word, yields to *2afcan,
learns evil, and is thus parted frou truth. Because of hia
mercy G-od for£.17e? her and Ao^o, through the atonement oi*
Chri st i
*&& in hi$ (Adoua) perish ell fflen, so in th^e (Christ)
As from o. second root shell be restored. i} 9
Greenlaw says of this parallel! sail
8 Xt (Paradise T^ogt) shows indebtedness not only to
the Boole of Guyon £uX*' olifo To the Book of Rcdcrosse, and, in
the latter, suggests both 4ebt for incident and debt for the
fundamental thesis of the Justification of the ways of God
to man and the promise of the 'rrenter Uc-n* through whoa
redemption was to cone» n *,v)
"An Kymne of Heavenly Love* suae up the entire story
of the creation of heaven and the angels, the fall of Lucifer,
the creation of the world and of £?an, the fall of man and his
redemption through Christ, All 'chese elements were facts of
co;a;aoH knowledge and were frequently used, bit we canno'G ignore
4 •*'».. -* .> i
g> # Faerl* Queon* 3 X, Canto X* 3t* ;57«
10* Mwin OreenlaWj or>« XYXI, p« $20*

the fact that the method of handling Ziim and the philosophy
underlying thea departs from conventionalism in Spenser and in
a like manner in Hilton* Spenser v?as too great to be imitated
Hilton too great to be en Imitator, But was not the latter
great enough to understand Ms predecessor ana apply this
understanding to hie crai creative genius?

CHAPTER G&VEN
Part of Milton* s plan to justify the ?rt>ys of God to
sen r;as to fit man into the scheme of nature* 2211ton believed
nature was a manifestation of God, as we have seen, and in this
respect he, Lifca Spenser, is Platonic and Pantheistic If, tfaer
all the crcatioa'3 and creatures in nature are a part of God,
where does Ban come into the scheme? This problem involves
getting at the causes of things,
Hilton old Uiis # Ilia sources were many ~ Biblical,
Classics!, ESedieval* Xe% Greenlaw says;
Hit (Wilton) found in Dpensor, and only in Spenser,
precisely this conception of a philosophy of nature similar in
all respects to Ms own, combined with a philosophy of eon'mct
in which he also believe!]., and set forth in a form that met
his Ovvri conception of heroic poetry •'*•*•
The unique manner in which Openeer combines former ideas of the
system of the universe into one of his ovm is found again in
niton: this v;ould seem to be proof of Greenlaw's statement.
Spenser uses the Ptolemaic Bystem of cosmology. In
this system the esrth is the center of the universe and is
surrounded by the spheres of the moon, sun, and known planets,
by the firmament containing ell other heavenly bodies, by the
crystalline sphere invented to explain the quine7.es, and*
!• Edv&n Greenlaw, oo. cit., XVII, p. 3*11.

lastly, by the prisma* mobile or "prima mover* to explain the
[actions of the heavenly bodies about the earth* Beyond and
outside of this is the heaven of God and the angels, and
underneath is hell*
This scheme is the conventional one, and Milten also
used it. Spenser combined with it other elements which make
his uae of it unique* He adapted stone of Ma ideas from
Dionysius* Dionysius divided the angels into nine orders: :
seraphim, eherublR* thrones, dominations, virtues, powers,
princedoms, archangelB| and angels. Spenser means these nine or
when he speaks o:r the "trinall tripiioities'1 . 2 Certain parallel
in Liiloon's work seesB to ittdloate possible influence here. In
Paradise Lost we vivid Satan addressing w thrones and Imperial
lers
is
Powers and ethereal Vertucs*"-' Christ addresses Thrones,
Dominations, Princedoms, Vertueo, and Powers, and Milton even
refers to the "triple Degrees *J& Bat the angels rebelled and
fell* &od turned them out of heaven
i
*Sow seeing left a waste pad emptle place
in his wyde Pallace, through those Angels fall
Cast to supply the same — ao
and man was created, according to Spenser, fhle idea of mas
beint; created to replace the fallen engels Is not in the Bible?
yet Milton states it else:
2. *Hymns of Heavenly Love*# L* 6*? #
. Paradise Lost, XX, L« 3x0-211.*
f. Ibid., 7, L* 601.
a. "liymhe of Heavenly Love*, L* 1Q1«*10*.

"Who (God) Justly hath drivn out hie R-ball Foea
'i'o deepest Hell, and to repair that loss
Creator this ne 1?? happic Haoe of 14on
—
Spenser believed the "mopt blessed 8p.trit $ pure lamps
of lic;ht°^ fead created the world out of s v.*st 8hao3 surrounding
it:
aPor ere this world 1 * still Bovine nightie mass
Out oi' great Uhaos — *9
This is Hilton 1 e idea el sot Adam asks what moved the Creator,
elsewhere referred so as light4 to build in Chaos. Spenser
calls night the ^grandmother of all*** and Milton speaks of
*£Ldeat Night 4' and Chaos a3 *&nceetera of haturehrs oon**
Ventional medieval idea was that the world teas surrounded not
by chaos but by ether33
Spenser believed that the creation *as at the bidding
tjf love. Love *gan to r.ove oat of hie idle eeate* and "through
the world hie way he gan to talis, the tvorla that was not till
he dl5 its jBake.*1^ In Milton the Son (Love) lacked cut from
Heaven upon the Abyss and then rode oat Into Clir.cc and created
the World*3-?
Chaos in Spenser was ecspoaed of four element s
1
7. Paradise Lost, HI, L. 677-79.
a. ^Hymne"of heavenly Love" , L.
9. *Hyrane in Honour of !.,ove* , L. 36-57.
10
-
Faradjge Lost, III, L. 3.
11. Fr.grle oueene, X, Canto v, Stanza 2,?,
12. Paradise Lost , IX, L. 89^,
13. Edwin Greenlaw, ojs. eijt., 3OTI, p* 3^5. footnote.
14* 51An Uyrans in Honour of Love*1 , h. 66, 7«*~75«
15, r>. L. vii, 7... i92ff.

"Ihe earth) this ayre, the water, and the fyrc, —
Each against other, by all raeanes they caay, -
Threething their own© confusion and deoay«"*"
Milton says:
"Into this wilde Abyss
—
The Womb of nature and perhaps her Grave,
Of neither Sea, nor Shore, nor Air, nor iMre,
But all these in thir pregnant causes mixt
Confus'dly - m17
Other liters used this old belief that these four elements
were the basis of everything else which exists, but note that
KUlton uses "confusedly*! the very word Spenser had chosen to
show how theso elements mixed. Spenser, moreover, suggests
that they "threaten" their decay j Hilton cays "perhaps" they
are nature* a grave*
Spenser believed that the Inhabitants of this world,
formed out of Chaos, were created free so that they oould Love
God but not by compulsion. This was a fairly common belief,
A more personal feeling* however* is expressed in his sympathy
for mail in liis sin:
"How then can slnfull flesh it oelfe assure,
Sith purest Angels fell to be impure? nj-b
Milton expresses this same feeling in the words of Adam:
— though what thou t el1st
Rath passed in Heav'n, soa doubt within me move."1"
Raphael has Just told Adaa about the fall of the angels, and
16, "Kymne of Love", L« 73, £1-2.
17. P« U, XX, L. 9lQ~lk>.
' IS. "Hyone of Heavenly Love", L. 97-
19. Paradise Lostj V", L.

Adam means here that he has doubt in mankind's resistance to
sin if angels themselves were 00 weak*
The place of habitation of Adam and Sve before their
fall is the lovely Garden of Eden. Hilton's description of It
ia not unlike Spenser's >3ower of Bliss in Book Two of the
Faerie Queene. Hilton says:
fl
— the roofe
Of thickest covert was inwoven Shade
Laurel and Mirtie, and what higher grew
Of firm and fragrant leaf.*20
Spenser 1 s Bower of Bliss is:
9 goodly die?it
With boughes and hraus-ehos,, which did broad dilate
Their Clasping armes*—
And all the margent round about was set
With shady Laurell treeSj thence to defend
The sonny beaaes> l,21
Hilton describes Adam and Eve asleep
t
These lull'd by Klghtin&ales imbraceing slept,
And on thir naked limbs the flourle roof-
Show' rd Poses, which the Llorn repair' d.
Spencer bad also described Acrasia lulled by the birds and
sleeping with her paramour
I
Hfi?he Joyous birdes shrouded in chearefull shade,
Their notes unto tne voyce atteapred sweet;
Upon a bed of Roses she was layd,-*
The young man sleeping by her**3
ailton's description is not only reminiscent of Spenser's in
Its reference to the trees, the birds, the roses, but he even
20 « Paradise Lost, IV, L. 692-5.
21. KqTJ £T/ "Canto 12, Stansae 53, 63.
22. Paradise Lost, XV, L« 771~3«
23« f7kT$ II,*" Canto 12, St, 71* 77, 79*

-refers to the part of the Garden described as the tt blissful
oh
Bower*. Spenser, on the other hand, suggests the Garden of
B&en in describing Aorasla 1 * Bower;
"Uore sv?eet and hole some, then the pleasaunt hill—
Or Eden selfe, if ought with Ed.cn mote compare — "^S
and;
"There the most dainty Paradise on yround"^
Ho Bonder ?^ilton called to mind this part of The Faerie queene,.
In Ac-resin* s lovely Bower there was only one season,
and that one mild and warm;
•Me suffred storms nor frost on them to fall,—
Nor scorching heat, nor cold intemperate
T«afflict tne creatures, which therein did dwell,
But the milde aire with season moderate
—
H2f
Likewise in Hilton's Garden of Eden;
~~ Universal Pan
Knit with the Graces and the9gour* in dance
Led on th* Eternal Spring* - nco
ffhen Eve succumbs to temptation, mankind is driven
from the Garden, whereas those who succumb to Aorasia she soon
turn 3 out as ugly beasts. l\o longer do they enjoy nature in
its perfection. But man, the replacer of the fallen angels,
is not destroyed! he is redeemed by the atonement of Christ.
Xn The Faerie Queene the Palmer redeems the beasts although
they remain bestial men, Just as nil the sons of Adam are
2*1-. Paradise Lost, XV, U 690.
25 • Faerie Queene, XI, Canto 12, St. $2.
2(3. Ibid* , Stl
27 • Tola., St. 51
28* g^radise Lost, XV, L. 266-3.
-

sinners l>y inheritance.
One has only to compare Spenser's and Milton's ideas
of the entire universe as given in "The llymne of Heavenly
L*ove H and in Paradise Lost, and follow each writer through his
conceptions of space to its smallest section - a part of the
world of man, as given in the descriptions of the Bower of
Bliss and the Garden of Eden, to see the similarity between the
two. It seems quite possible that the seventeenth century
Puritan was influenced "by the great Renaissance poet in the
matter of cosmology as well as in other things.

CHAPTER EIGHT
HSMI55AKCE ELBSSEKTS
In Chapter Two it was pointed out; that Gpenaer was
a link between the Middle Aces and the Renaissance, Milton
between tho Renaissance and Meo-Glassioisa, It was suggested
that tho Renaissance elements in both may have been a OOttaon
ground upon which they could meet.
Although tho impetus for exploration and discovery
,
scientific inquiry and inventions, v/as new in Spenser's day,
it was still relatively nex? in Milton's, People were eager to
learn the truth; yet they did not know which theories to
accept. Men's minds were probing to find which ones were most
likely to be true*
Spenser shows his interest in the new discovered
worlds in such lines of Mo poetry as the following:
"But let that man with better senee advize,
That of the world least part to us is red:
And dayly how through hardly enterprise,
Many great Regions are discovered,
Which to late age were never mentioned.
Who ever heard cf th' Indian Peru?
Or who in venturous vessell raeasured
The Amazons huge river now found trewl
Or fruitfullest Virginia who did ever vew? H
rt Yet all these were, when no man did them know;
3Cet have from v/iseat ages hidden boons:
And later times things more unknowns shall show.
Why then should witlesse man so much misweene
That nothing is, but that which he hath scene?
What if within the laoones fairs shining spheare?

*5.
What If In every other etarre unseens
Of other vorldes he happily should heare? rt *
Hilton, in his use of the traditional Medieval
scheme of salvation a3 the theme of the greater part of hla
poetry, scarcely is Renaissance in this respect. For this
reason one is apt to overlook the fact that ha did possess a
scientific attitude, revealed if a close study is made In such
works as Paradise Lost, Greenlaw cays of him: "Pftradl se Lost;
gives Indications that Hilton's Interest in the ori$.n of
tilings transcended questions of mere political advantage or
conventional reference. It was a pert of the Intellectual
movement of the time.*** Book Eight, v;hero Raphael is instruct-
ing Adam about the heavenly bodies, eho^a Hilton to be scornful
of the old astronomy rather than the new, as he Is so often
held to be, Raphael says
I
flOr save the Sun his labour, and that swift
Nocturnal and Diurnal rhomb supposed,
Invisible else above all Starrs, the Wheels
Of Day and Night} which needs not thy beleefe,
If Sarth industrious of her self fetch Day
Travelling East, and nth her part averse
From the Buna beam meet liight, her other part
still luminous by his ray* "3
This passage proves that miton v^as not one of Spenser's
"titles so*1 sen Mho "so much misveene that nothing is but that
which he hath seene.-
Llfce Spenser too, iiilton Shows interest In discovered
1. F,q,, II g .Introduction, Bt, 2 & 3.
2. h7.*~ Greenlaw, go. cit., JCVXIj p. >?7,

lands 8
* ~~ which far
•Outshon the wealth of Ormua and of Ind,
Or where the gorgeous East with ri cheat hand
^
Showra on her Sings Barbaric Pearl and Gold* 04"
It is significant that, as Spenser's reference to South America
is in the Introduction to the second book of hie great epic,
so is Milton's reference to India In the same position in his
epic, in the Introduction to the second hook.
Spenser's inference that the stars might be inhabited
is paralleled in Milton, when he tells of Satan's flight torard
earth;
"Through the pure marble Air. his oblique way
amongst innumerable Starrs, that shon
Stare distant, but nlgft hand secmd other Worlds,
Or other Worlds they seemd, or happy lies,
tl>ie those Hesperian Gardens fam'd of. old,
Fortunate Fields, and Groves end flourle Vales,
Thrice happy lies, but who dwelt happy there
He stayd not to enquire: "5
Remembering that some of Hilton's sources were the
Bible, the Church Fathers, and the classic epics, we are com-
pelled to remember also that scientific Inquiry was in Biblical
and classical times non-existent In literature, ana that
Spenser's epic was the only one written In the classic tradition
before uilton's time which revealed the curious, exploring mind
of the new era*
*!« Faerie Queene, xx, U l~K
5* I3k3^ii£^ IXX > t- 36^-573..
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CHAPTER KINS
STRUCTURE OF SHE EPIC
Worthwhile thought and Ideas ought; to be expressed
in a form adequate to convey them to tho reader with the 1 east
pos o.lble loss. Spouse*! in letter to Raleigh* cays that
in The Faerie cueone he is mine: to portray •the twelve moral
vertues as Aristotle hath devised." 1 $0 do this, what kind of
a poem would The, Faerie £usene have to be? Aristotle, in The
Poetlog i say -g that tragedy la "an imitation, not of men, but
of an action and of life", that character is "that which reveals
moral purpose8 1 and tho poet must relate "what is possible
according to the lav; of probability and necessity*.* Epic
differs from this only in that it can imitate several lines of
action at once, and the irrational has wider scope because the
person acting is not seen- Irrationality is justified when it
Is introduced because of the inner necessity.*' Sponsor, bo-
cause of the scope of what he wished to do, chose the epic as
the most suitable form for Ma purpose, and, if r;e believe
Aristotle's definition, he chose rightly.
Indeed Spenser did not imitate men, but actions and
1 # J.C. Smith, £« DeSelincourt, Poetical WorKa
,
of Edmund
f^enser, p. yliil.
2* yriir^rdth, Parka, ghe great Critics. The Poetics,
passim,
3. Ibid.

life, for hi a very characters were personifications of the
virtues. In conformity to his ball of that the virtues are
active, these characters \?ere constantly meeting trials* The
way in which they met them revealed their moral purpose and
was according to the law of probability, as, for instance, it
is probable that temperance (Guyon) would resist sensual
pleasure (Acrasla). The greatness of his plan made it
necessary for Spenser to pursue more than one line of action
at a time (e.£. Una's and Rodorossc'e divergence of adventures)
and also entrance of the element of the irrational (fairy
devices and (s&glo trichs). 'chis Irrationality was compelled,
hot/ever, by the allegorical nature of his epic « by inner
neee s city*
Hilton chose the epic too, for ho was a lover of
Homer and Virgil and wished to give England a poera of the same
greatness as the Iliad had been for Greece, and the Aeneld
for Hose. But Spenser's influence cannot be disregarded.
Possessing many beliefa in coramon with Sponsor, being an
idealist as was Z-jmszi?, holding a high purpose as did Spenser,
and declaring himself a great lover of Spenser, he would
naturally have respect for the form Spenser considered
appropriate for the portrayal of these beliefs, ideals, end
purpose, Moreover, we have already seen that Spenser seems
to have influenced Hilton in choice of a subject and the
subject was of the vastness and loftiness which only the epic

•could encompass*
It will be of Interest In our problem here to ceo
how much MIX ton follows the precepts of epic poetry as Spenser
seemed to follow them* those precepts held l^y Aristotle*
tUlton certainly Imitated the actions and life of man as
symbolized by our earliest ancestors, Adam end £ve, In one
cense a type of personification. At the eaLie time both Spenser
and Hilton Individualize as well as universal! eg their charac-
ters. Secondly i Adam£ a and Eve's behavior reveals moral pur-
pose, - they aspire toward God and live to praise and obey Him,
Eve to adore J-I3.na in Adam, 2Cet the laws of probability mahe Eve,
v/ith her weaker intellect, succumb to Satan* a temptation. He:ct,
Itilton pursues more than one line of action at the same time -
that of Adam and £vef Element a of irrationality, such as the
flight of Satan through Chaos, Irrational because it is beyond
the conception of human reason, are justified because of their
necessity, Naturally one could not have such a scene in a
tragedy,
Basically Aris totelian, what other elements of the
epic are comparable in these two poena which might throw a light
on Spenser's influence on the actual epic structure of Paradise.
Loot,? rt2he classical epic, as influenced! largely by Virgil,
developed certain devices which to a varying; extent have been
respected Iqt all poets since. Gome of these devices aret
kM f, F. thrallj A. uibbard, Handbook to Literature, p. 1$5«

beginning In mediae req a the invocation of the muse, statement
of the epic purposej description of warfare and battles, use
of the supernatural f speeches of the characters formal, epio
catalogue i epic similes, and dignified and majestic language*
Spends* begins The Faeri.e, foucene in the middle of
things by having Una and aedorosse already on their adventures*
and not until Canto vii Of the first book does Una toll Arthur,
who comes to her aid, how it all began.5 Milton also begins
in the diddle of things, r/ith the angels fallen and Adam and
Eve created, and then Adas* late? tells Raphael, who Has cone
to aid them by teaching them of God, of hi a creation. Both
Spenser and Hilton also use the device of a character relating
what has gens before in a like manner to each other 5 in both
their spies the aided oharaoter relates to the one who is
aiding* Arthur tee tells his story of his previous life, and
Raphael telle of the fall of the angels and the creation of the
worlds so there is mutual imparting of Information in both
epics* But Una's story and Adam 1 8 are the more closely con-
nected to the action of the epio than in progress! Arthur's
and Raphael's the more remote.
There is an Interesting point of similarity between
the two poets in the invocation to the muss* Spenser departs
from tradition by inserting autobiographical material 1

51*
nLo I the man, ?;hose f'use whiloae did Eiaeke-g
As time her taught, in lowly Shephear&a weeds,
Am now enfcret & .Car unfittor tasks ~~
^
Helps then, holy Virgin chiefe of nine. rtt>
Hilton likewise makes reference to his ov/n life in las invoca-
tion:
n
— thee (the Liuse) I revisit safe
And feel thy sovran vital Lamp; hut thou
Revisit •at not these eyes, that rowle in vain
To find thy pieroln:; ray
—
n 7
X? Spenser had not made a precedent of autobiographical in-
clusions, Hilton aigfrfc not have dared to make such presumptions
himself
«
Spenser did not alxrays invoke the sane Kuse, in the
hymns in honor of love and beauty* with invocations the same
as in an epic, he colls upon pagan gods, the god of Love and
the goddess of Beauty, hat in "An Hvane of Heavenly Love* he
asks help from the "most blessed Spirit, pure lamps of light",
the holy spirit, of God. 'ill ton ©alls upon Urania, the Greek
muse, to inspire his although he explains that to his she means
divine inspiration; nevertheless this is in accordance with
classic epic tradition. But, like Spenser, he also calls upon
the Christian God for help!
•Al*3 Chiefly thou Spirit that dost prefer
Before all Temples th1 upright heart and pure,
Instruct me. n ^
6 m Faerie cueene, I.» i» Stanzas 1,2.
7. jgarsdi sc Lest, XZX ff U 21*2*, Sae also Book VII.
£. "An Hymne of Heavenly Love** , L. ^3.
9« ff,ara&i_g_e A«Q.s t, I, L, 17-19*

52*
Hotter and Virgil knew no such inspiration*
Kven in the nest epic toio tori stic , the description
of bat tie e, there arc cone startling likenssees between the two
English pooto F'hioh deaand recognition* Spenser, in describing
the fight of hoderoea© with the (.riant, eaysi
n/vs «hen th&t divellsh yren f&igin 6-aetmght
£n deepest Hell, and frera'd by Furies skill,
ivlth viaCy nitre end quick Sulphur fraught,
And raa*d with bullet "round, ar&aln'd to kill,
CorueiVetfc fire, the heaven? it doth fill
With thund'ring noise, end all the ayre doth choke,
That ncnt car breath, nor see* nor heare at vill,
through eaiouldry cloud of duekish etino&ing sraokej
Shut th*onely breath hln daunte, xfiic hath cseaot the
stroke. »*0
£hi8 lengthy simile seema undoubtedly to have influenced
mi ton' a deeorip tion
;
"fheee in thir darl: Hativitie the Deep
Shall jreild us, pregnrint &lth Infernal flano,
which into hollow Singlas lone and round
Thie&^iwaed, at th* other bore with vouch of fire
Dilated and infuriate shall send forth
SVon far vrith thuudrlng noise uson£ cur foes
fcuch implement 9 of mischief ae shall dash
To piccoo
And s
<t « — Sulphurous and nitrous "Teams
•They found*, they irdngl'd, and Kith suttle Art4
Concocted-***
Milton ever, ueee many of tfoenaer'a very v.'ord.v end his use of
"pregnant 9 ie euggestive of Spenser* a use of "ooneoivetiv*"*
10* Faerie Dueene a 1, vii, iVcanaa 1J.
* 3 y«UC""<i»T«l

53.
The eplo battles were usually of a throe-day period.
Rcdcrosse fought the dragon for three days; Satan's hosts
fought the angels for three day 3. Spenser wearies us with a
lone, protracted fight for each of two days and then suddenly
brings the battle to a swift closo on the third. Eilton does
this exact same thing.
The number "three 51 It a favorite in epics for other
uses than battles. In ffhe Faerie Queene, Guyon suffered a
three—day temptation of three phases, the temptation of wealth,
of ambition, and of vanity, llanraon first offered hio gold on
the first day, then his daughter, who symbolised Ambit!onj on
the seoond day, and vanity in the shape of golden apples on
the third day* He describee the first two temptations at great
length] the third he passes over rapidly.
In Paradise Regained Christ' i temptation in the
wilderness 10 of three days and of three phases, the same
throe as that of Guyon, Jill ton's source is the Bible, but in
the bible there are two conflicting sources, one in U&r& and
one In Lulie. Hilton chose to follow Luhe, which is the same
as that in Sponsor. He ©hose It for the climatic progression,
but he had seen It already developed in Spenser and probably
this fact helped Mm to realize the dramatic pother of this
order. Also, as Spenseri Milton carries out to great length
the first two days of temptation. He enlarges on the Bible
story, and adds many smaller temptations to the one of A&Dltlon,

i7he third and last one, that; of Vanity, he treats very briefly,
as did Spenser,
Guyon 1 s tcaptation of vanity was in the form of
apples, and .Milton also used the apple as the forbidden fruit
by which Adam and Eve sinned. Spenser, with his frequent and
well-chosen use of the word "fair", applies it to the apple
tree*3 and Milton speaks of the apples on the Tree of Know-
ledge as "this fair Fruit". Although the apple tradition
was an old one, the use of "fair 11 is an interesting parallel
suggesting a possible influence.
In the use of the supernatural, Liilton seems also to
have drawn from Spenser, Britooart in The Faerie £u
-
oj*ne
represents the Ideal chastity and therefore cannot bo harmed.
Although Bardaftte wounds her in the Castle Joyous, it is in-
possible that he harm her. She is a qualityJ en abstraction
cannot be slain. Her wound is slight and Seems merely to havo
been brought in for the aesthetic effect of the description.
Hilton's Satan also is wounded but, being a spirit* - th* Ethereal
substance elos»d not long divisible", 3-5 for evil, as a quality,
cannot be mortally wounded. Another Similar use of the super-
natural, which L'ilton Bight easily have adapted froa Spenser,
is that of the magical vision. In The Faerie Que eno Arohlmaco
*3« faerie Queene. XS f St. 56,
14, Paradise Losta IX, L, TQ*

95*
(Kypocrisle) is able to call up a fal3e vision into the mind of
P.ederosse mile he sleeps. In Faradiae Lost Satan likewieo 1q
able to invoke a false dream into the mind of Eve for the pur-
pose of serving his evil plana the same as kypocrisle had done*
J
-n 22>J§, Fa/^rie Queene men who Joyed in evil ways of living had
been turned to beasts in the Bower of Bliss* In Milton's
Gomus men are also changed to beasts.^
The Palmer's staff in ffhe £aejx ^eene could change
the beasts from savage ferocity to meekness: Christ, in
Pr.rad5.se Refined, Tendered anoag the wild beasts who Mat his
sight grew mild 11 * 2-? Another device* the uamaefcing of an
adversary by the aaglo touch of a heavenly ae»e eager* is unique
in Spenser and Kllton. 3-^ Hemes laid his 11snaky*wreathed l.lace rt3i9
on the shoulder of the Titaneee Kutabiliti© thus discovering whe
she is | and Sthuriel touched Satan with his spear, turning Mm
from his disguise as a toad to his &m forflU The fruit by
which Guyori was tempted was magical? n on earth like never grew*c
the fruit in &3llton*fl Garden of Sden had the magic power of
Knowledge.
The epic speeches of Hilton's characters* while
powerful in the?.r very originality, at the same time show
Spenserian parallelisms* for the council in heaven in Paradise
16. Comas , L. 6^-77.
17, I^a^alse Regained, I, L. 310.
!£• Edwin Greenlaw* 00 « clt * * XVII* p* 35^«
19* ! aerie oaeene* vxT* vi*" stanza 16*
20. Ibid. * 1* si* Stanza vo.

55.
Loot is einilar to that in Spenser 1 3 eanto3 on Hutabilitio.
Jove's speech to the heavenly powers is a ranalng up of the
situation; he tolls how earth's seed tried to a.3sail heaven,
how they were defeated, and how the Titanees 13 now cocking
the samo.^l 2n S^gsi^Ocd addresses His Son and sums
up the es.se of Satan, how no power restrains the defeated
fiend, how ho has broken loose again and is aspirins for revenue
on heaven. 82
Spenser Bakes use of the epio catalogue in Book One,
Canto One of The Fair!?
,
Queene. It is a catalogue of the
trees in the grove in which Redcrocse and Una took refuge .^3
Ml ton also has a catalogue in Book One of Paradisje ton?*} his
is a catalogue of the gods in hell. 2^
Spencer uses long epio similes usually beginninc; then
with "as'4 and carrying them oat in some detail. He often uses
animals for comparison. In Boo& Qno?3 of the Faerie auoeno
ho compares two fighters, Redorosse and Sans Foy, to a Gryfcn
and a Dragon encountering each other. Milton also introduces
his similes with the word "as" and frequently makes comparisons
to animals. In Book Four2^ of Paradise Lost ho tells us Satan
is sneaking into l^aradiso and acting
21 • Fftsfoe. £ueene, VII, vl, St. 20,21.
22 » Paradise Lo^i III, L. 20 ff.
2"-?. lV'::v;.vr • ':u
:
A.
-v u I, 1, Stanzas S and 9,
|fBl!^J?£ hbil» X, L. 376 ff
.
25» Canto~*v7 IStanssa S«
2b. Line 133-137.

"As Then a prowling Wolf
6
\!hom hunger drives to see!: new haunt for prey,
Watching where Shepherds pen'thir Flocks at; save
In hurdl'd Cotes amid the field secure,
Leaps o'ro the fence with ease into the Fottld,*
There is yet a closer relationship of the similes of
the tv;o poets than this somevrhat doubtful one» Xt Is the use
by both of theia of a comparison of their work to the progress
of a ship. Spenser, at the close of Book One of The £aerle
guecne, says:
*I30« strike your sail as ye jolly Mariners,
For v;e be cone unto a quiet rode,
v.norc we Must land some of cur passengers,
Ana light this we&rle vessell of her lode*
Here she a while may nake ixcr safe abode,
Till she repaired have her tackles spent,
And wants supplide* ~- f'2?
Hilton, at the close of Book One of Pe.ra&lso tost, uses the
same figure!
ttAnd like a weather-beaten Vessel holds
Gladly the Port, though Shrouds and Tackle torns ?,2°
Note, that, although Hilton could have used %hip H or H boat : >
,
he chose to use vessel*, the same word Spenser had used.
From these various personal, yet similar, charaot eris-
tics in the epics of these too men, it can be seen that, al-
though both Spenser and Hilton followed the epio tradition, the
individualistic treatment of It by Spenser is paralleled in
nil ton. !Ehe latter may have influenced in hi3 structure of Ills
erjic by The Faerie Cueene as well as the Iliad end the Aeneld.

CHAPT.SR TEN
THE PASTORAL
The pastoral has been defined as a poem treating of
shepherds and rustic life* 1 It was used by the classic Altera
as a convents cnal poetic form in v/hich the poet wrote at hi a
friends and acquaintances as though they vera shepherds in
rural life. Spenser's Shej^arc^eo Calendar and Alton's
taroldas are outstanding examples of the pastoral,
Spenser takes the opportunity, under the guise of the
shepherd cloak, to lambaste the Anglican Church. 1113 satire
is sharp and stinging?
"Those faytoure little regarden their Charge,
While they letting their sheepe runne at large,
Pus sen their time, that should be sparely spent,
In luetlhede and wanton meryment •
Thilfce eaae bono shephenrda .for the Devils steddo,
That playen, while their flookes bo Unfedde.
Well ie it secne, thoyr sheepe bene not their o\mc 9
That letten them runne at random alone.
2&tt they bene hyred for little nay
Or other, that caren as little as they,
What fallen the fioche, go they han the fleece,
And get all the gayne, paying cut a peece."^
Hilton, too, takes his dig at the Anglican clergy by means of
the pastoral fora. Like Spenser, lie compares then to shepherds
tvho neglect to see that their flocks are properly taken Care
of and pass their time in idle pleasures I
1. V/. F« Thrall, A. Hibbard, gfae Hahdbo ol: to Literature, p. 303.
8. Edmund Spenser, The Shopheardes Gal- : I'ay ~i.6Yol5.ie,

"Anow of such as for their bellies sake
Creep and intrude, and climb into the fold?
of other care they little reckoning make.
Then how to scramble at the shearers feast,
Ana shove away the worthy bidden guest,
Blinde raoutheeS that scare themselves know how to
A Sheen-hook, or have learn 1 d ought els the least
That; to the faithfull Hercimana art belongs!
What recks it them? What need they? They are sped;
And when they list, their lean and flashy songs
Grate on their scrannel Pipes of wretohed straw,
The hungry Sheep look up, and are not fed, — H 3
The similarity here is noticeable enough to suggest that
Spenser may have been Hilton's guide, for expressing a like
belief.
In the November Eclogue Colin, the shepherd, laments
the death of Dido, He cornea to the conclusion that her death
is not to bo mourned, for she is in heaven among the saints,
Hilton's poem is an elegaie pastoral to E&ward King and the
shepherd, lamenting his friend Lycldas, concludes, as did Colin
that he should not weep for him, for he, like Dido, is enter-
tained now by all the saints. Although it is a characteristic
of all elegies to end with an attitude of happiness on the part
of the poetj because he knows that the deceased is blessed, the
wording of the two poets is similar enough here to be a
po 3 Bible iufluence#
In rustic description also, a passage in Lycidas
seems to parallel one in the April Eclogue, Both poets mako
3, John Hilton, ly/cidaa, L, U*MLS$,

a list of flowers i and in that list both mention daffodils and
cowslips.
tn Coniea Homo Again
,
Hobblnol, one of the
shepherds, tells Colin how much he has been missedJ
While fit thou wast henee, all dead in dole did lie;
the woods were heard to waile full many a ay the,
And all their birds with oil once to ccnplalno;
The fields with faded flowers did seem to mourne,*
And all their flochs froza feeding to refrains:
—
Hilton expressed how much LyeIdas is missed in a similar passagM
•Thee Shepherd, thee the Woods, the desert Cnvos,
Til tlx wiide $hy&e and the gadding Vine o • ergrown,
And all their echoes mourn.
3Fhe willows and the Basel Copceo green,
Shell now no more be seen.
Fanning their joyous Leaves to thy soft layes.
As killing as the Canher to the Rose,
Or Vaint~worm to the weanling Herds that grate,
Or Frost to Flowers, that their gay wnrdrop wear,
When first the White thorn blows;
Bueh, Lyoidas, thy loss to Shepherd* a ear. 55 5
The sense of loss of a friend is, in both cases, expressed in
pastoral phrasing to the very details.
Another interesting parallel is found in Hilton's
famous description of the Idyllio pa sterol life J
•And lightfete Hymphes can ehaoe the lingering nl{jUfc M <
*Gea, and trip it *>s ye go
On the light fantastlck toe,
and in thy right hand lead with 'thee
The Mountain h'ymph, sweet Liberty:-- 86
These lines call to mind Spenser's:
-

for Linton 1 a lines invoke the light-footed Hymph as he is about
to begin his description of a happy day. Also, he begins l?y
dismissing Helanoholy, juat as Hobbinol advises Colin to
"forsake the soyle, that so doth thee bewitch;* whore "angry
G-ocls pursue from ooste to costs.**
Milton knew the pastorals of Fletcher and Browne
well| and without doubt was influenced by them also, but
Sohelllng says of this matter: ttLyoldas harks back, oneo more
through many paotoralists, to Spenser.**
£. Ibid., Juno, l». 17,
9. FeTTx Sohelllng, The English Lvrio, p. 108.

CHAPTER ELEVEH
THE ALLSQORTl OTHER SIMILARITIES
Allegory le a form of literature ^hich was popular
in the Middle A^es. It is "the treatment of a subject , an
action, or a description in which the objects or incidents or
people are presented through personification or symbolise, 11^
Spenser adapted it to his uses within other literary forme.
We have already seen many examples of his allegory.
The whole of The gfterte Queene is allegorical.
Woven through it are three main threads of symbolism -
rellfjious, political4 and moral. We have seen that Guyon is
man striving for temperance, whereas the Palmer |a Temperanoej
.and, Adam corresponds to Guyon, Raphael to the Palmer.
Arohimago la the personification of evil in Spenser; Satan in
Hilton. Allegory is a particularly effective manner of
"teaching by ensample1 and since both niton and Spenser be-
lieved they should do this, Milton looked for those *ensamplesw
in Spenser.
There are other pa•sages of allegory in Spenser whleb
Hilton teens to adapt to Ms em uses. Spenser's description
of nFoule Errour" shows a definite influence upon Hilton's
description of Sin. Re&orosce eauj
1. ff« F, Thrall, A Hibberd, on. git., p. %

o
—• the u<jly monster plains*
Halfe like a serpent horribly displaide,
But th' other halfe did woman's shape retains*
Most lothsoia, filthie* foule, and full of vllo
disdains*
And as she lay upon the durtie ground,
Her huge long taile her den all oversprcd,
Yet was In knots and many boughtes upwound,
Pointed with mortall Sting « Of her there bred
A thousand young ones, which she doyly fed,
Sucking upon her poisonous dugs, each ono
Of sundry shapes, yet ©11 ill favoured:
Soon as that uncouth light upon them shone,
Into her mouth they crept, and suddain all were gon<
Hilton1 fl creature almost seems to be the very same one a3
Spenser1 s.
And Satan* arriving at the Gates of Hell, sees film
* — Before the Gates there sat
On either side a formidable shape}
The one seeded Woman to the waste, and fair,
But ended foul in many a scaly fould
Voluminous and vast, a Serpent arm'd
With mortal eting I about her middle round
A cry of Hell Hounds never ceasing bark'd
filth wide Cerberoan mouths full loud, and rung
A hideous Heals yet, when they list, would creep,
If aught disturb' d thir noyse, into her woomb,
And kneel there, —
-
t!3
Againj Amoret in The Faerie cueene is *bounden fast**
before the Kneftaunter -srho persecuted her in order to force her
to do his Willi but she will not, She represents Chastity and
he is Lust. Likewise the Lady, in Hilton's masque, Comae, sits
before Coinus, powerless to wove and yet not yielding to him.
The Lady, as her brothers tell us, represents Chastity ilk©
63.
«2
2. Faerie, Cfeeene > X, i, Stanzas lh and I*>.
3« Paradise Lor/u, II, L« 6-i6~65o.
*• ?#or^r, £B£?jS* XXX, xii, Stanza 30*

Amorefcj Comus is Lust. The rabble of sexual monsters in the
Palace of Comus:
BSoon as the Potion works, their human count 1 nanco
Th 1 express resenblance of the coda, is Chang1d
Into eon brutish form of WooXfi or Bear
Or Ounce, or Tiger, Kog, or bearded Goat,
All other parts remaining as they were —
~
To roule with pleasure in a sensual eti3. n 5
is not unlike those in the Sowre of Bliss
i
M 8aid he, Those seeminr;; beasts are men indeed,
Whom this H.nchauntress hath transformed thus,
Whylome her lovers, which her lusts did feed,
How turned in go figures hideous. 15 &
Milton often soems to have followed Spenser in the
natter of detail as well as general form. Wo have seen in
many places how Liilton, in a sirailar passage, uses the same
words as Spenser, such as "fair" to describe the apples in
'.Am*
Sponsor baa been called by Greenough the %est
eminent of all arohoizers. fl 7 Milton ?;as not particularly fond
of archaisms, but nevertheless there were several in his
vocabulary: e«gM ^fiore*, "areed", ttwons.*° The same v/ords,
with slightly different spellings, can be found in Spenser's
work I e.g., "fiory", Barede*, %onnes. H 9 llanford says,
rt Spenser, of course, uses archaisms much more persistently
than Hilton* with whom the practice is in part at least a
5- k. 77.
b. faerie Queene, II, xll, Stanza 35.
7. E u-reenou^li, J. Klttredge, V/ords and Their Ways in EnrfLl
flpeeehi p. 11&.
g. IH a. Kanford, A Hilton Handbook, p. £66,
9 # Complete Pootical Works of Spenser* Oxford Ed.,aios8ary
^
rr^c^^?'^
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survival of the Spenserian tradition in poetry. Both
Spenser and Milton also make use of the archaic prefix rty n to
indicate the past tense: e.g., "y-cladd,"11 and "ycleap'd/'12
Spenser had a fondness for inventing names whioh
were symbolic. Braggadoohio# for example| he formed from "brag"
end the Italian termination, 3-3 na cowardly boaster , miton* 8
invented name, Pandemonium, is formed in like manner froa
Greek and Latin to mean "all demons*,
These parallelisms in wording as well as in form
imply the possibility of a greater influence of Spenser on
Milton than the general influence which Hilton has himself
acknowledged.
10. Kenford, cj>. Pit. , p. 67 •
11. V; : "aitj X, 1, Stanza 1
12. yjY:-Jxt&o f
'
l, 12.
13. «T. Greenough and 6-. Kittredge, \Vords and Their Ways In

CHAPTKR TWELVE
The first impression one gets of the poetry of
Spenser and Hilton is that no tvo men could be more opposed to
each other in their way end type of writing. Spencer, who lived
in an age when the monarchy blazed in Glory, wrote descriptions
of pageantry, flattery of the queen and her court, passages full
of eensuoueness, color, and Imagery! diffuse and profuso
fantasy, Milton lived in an age quite the opposite. She
monarchy was in disfavor and Grorswell was enforcing puritan
discipline of mind and behavior. Instead, of love of fantasy
and delight in the pomp and ceremony of the court, instead of
sheer sensuous appeal, Milton wrote of the weighty problems of
theology with careful deliberation* Tao difference in the
times, the difference in the circumstances, seems to have set
these t-7o men a world apart.
Yet, if wo but remember that Bp ensor satirized as
well as glorified the court, that he had a deep interest in
religious as well as political problems which shows itself if
wo dig below the surface of his work, and that he excused his
sensuality as necessary for aesthetic contrast,- we find him
1. See Faerie, Queene« Boo!: IX, xii, stanza 66.

nearer to ailton in beliefs and egression of those beliefs«
if, on the other hand, we remember that Hilton* serious though
hia purpose was, used great imaginative paver In depleting the
story of the Bible, that ho knew the value of appeal to the
senses when he described the Garden of Eden, that even he
sometimes employed sensuality^ for purposes of artistry, we
realise he is not ee remote from Spenser after all.
We study further* and wo see that the very essence of
the work of the two poets is the same. The same purpose* the
same ideals* are the foundation of their poetry • Tracing the
similarity further* we find their manner of expressing them-
selves is the same* their technique the same* and even the
matter of wording is often the same* She fact that they each
appear unique in literature is a tribute to the genius of each,
to that of Spenser because he was too great to be copied, to
that of Hilton because he knew the values in Spenser without
attempting to copy.
Greenlaw says that Hilton found every element of the
material he wished to use in Paradise tost already In Spenser's
poetry«3 1 believe it is safe to carry this etatenent further;
I believe that Kilton found every element of material he
wished to use in all Ids poetry in that of Spenser*
2, See Paradise Lost, IX* t*. 10}ktt 9
3. Greenlaw, op, pit. , XVII p« 359 •
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69.
UFO" PO^TTTY 0^ JOHN HILTON
Scholars commonly fl?.«ert that rd^unn Foenser, the
great poet of the Flizabet.han flpp, exerted in "flu** nee upon John
t'ilton, the Puritan ooet of the next century. The purpose of
this paper is to report the findings of a study of this influ-
ence, the reason? for it, «nd the kind and extent of it.
there were certain parallels in the natures, lives,
and. beliefs of these two men which are possible grounds for a
close sympathy between them* They both had extremely sensitive
natures, both were well acquainted with the city of London,
both lived in periods of history that were politically diffi-
cult, and both knew unhappiness in love. Both were much dis-
turbed by these mental and emotional con ^ icts in their lives.
Both were idealists, -Q nd both wer*3 disillusioned. These paral-
lels wove a mysterious chain between the two poets.
' nhere is much proof to show that the influence of °ppnser
on Milton does exist. Felix Sehelling, James Kanford, ^nd John
Dryden make statements that Spenser's influence was of great
importance. Kilton l s own testimony is •"he best proof. He ac-
knowledges his debt to Soonser in ;, Arpooagitica !f and in "Apology
for Smectymnus" . Fe refers to him also in "Eikonbklastes "
.
'
:
'v is influence was expressed in Wilton^ poetry in thought and
in form.
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Some o f the way? in which c r>r-o? pr s^^^s ho have influ-
enced Vil ton in thought « re in i ? ideas about Poetry, 5.n his
Flatonism, in hi? belief of freedom o f the human '"ill, in his
cosmology, and in his Penaissanoe ideas. Ro f.''1 c npn?pr and Mil-
ton believed that it was foe duty of bhe oo^t to teach. ^hey
both conceived a lofty Christian-Platonic ideal a? £oal
toward which to aim, and the purpose o f their ooetry "'a? to
teach this ideal. They believed poetry must be virtuous in in-
tent and on lofty sub.iects. They believed it was produced by
divine inspiration.
"he Platonism of Spenser and ); ilton was, as ha? already
been suggested in the preceding paragraph, modified by Christian
doctrines. Spenser and Vi.lton believed that love is beauty and
that all that is r^od is beautiful, but thpy also believed t-Kat
God is Love and that beauty em^^a^p.?* from ^im* ^"hey believed
in L he Platonic conception n f the spirit working upward above
the physical to a realm of its own* and in hhe conception o f two
kinds of love, earthly and "Heavenly. Plato believed in the
three-fold life of philosophy, action, and passion. Spenser and
Milton illustrate a like belief in this three-fold life in which
temperance must control passion, wisdom must govern philosophy,
and courage govern action. Other elements of Platonism are in-
separable from other distinguishing oViaracteristi.es of the two
poets
.
Spenser and ir ilton also believed in freo will, ^he
similarity of wording in expressing this idea fnpg&nt<* that "H-
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ton may have be<=n influenced in this belief by c nfin?er,
Spender'? cosmology is a mixture of Jr h» beliefs of Ptolemy,
Lionysius, and the 3ible. Ve uses the Ptolemaic system of the
earth as the center o' % the universe, but adapts +"he nine orders
of the angel3 from Dionysius. >f 51ton expresses a like fixture
of ideas. Both suggest that the woriUJr was built out of Chaos
at the bidding of Love. The descriptions of Q Denser's Bower of
Bliss and I/O. ton T s Pardon of rden on this created world are com-
parable. It is quite possible these parallels ar-e partly due
to Spenser's influence.
Spenser wight be considered a link between t^e J ;, ddlp Ages
and the Renaissance, and K'ilton between the Fenaissance and
' :eo -Clas s i c isn . Che renaissance elements in both might ^ave
been a common ground unon whicv> they could >^ect. They both shov
interest in new discovered lands, scientific curiosity as to the
origin of things, and beliefs in the possibility of habitation
on the stars. Spenser's epic was the only one written in the
classic tradition before Hilton's time which revealed the curi-
ous e^plor inp' mind o* the ne"' era.
Spenser also seems' to have influenced T 'il' on in the ptrue-
ture of his v.-ork. In r gre'at epics, '"he faerie c-uec-ne and
Farad ise Tos_h, both poets ^o"! low the p^ir tradition, but Snenser
uses a certain amount of originality in treatment wh* ch is found
also in Hilton* Both introduce autobiographical material into
the invocation to bhe muse, Both call unon two tyres of muse,
a pagan one and a Christian one. There is a noticeable likeness

3n the description by the two poets of a bat L io scene, and Mil-
ton's treatment o" the three* day temptation o f ' bbrist in the
'••'ilderness in Farad i ?e Re pal ned is much like -rens^r ' ? handling
of ^uyon's temptation in tv»p f!pv<» o r Ifawion . ""Vior^ £>re similar
uses of the supernatural in the work o r bo tv» noets, and bo+"b
make use of a like simile at the close o^ the ^irst book o^ parh
of their great epics. These parallels ?<^em to indicate that
Milton may have owed a debt to Ppenser, as well as to Virgil and
Homer, for his epic.
Another form employed by both poets is the pastoral. There
are , in Milton's Lycidas
,
passages of description and of satire
which parallel passages in Fpenser's Shephearde 1 s Calendar ,
Felix Schelling states his belief that Lycidas can be traced
back to Ppenser,
Spenser and Milton both w?k° usp of allegory, Hilton's
description of in and Death in Paradise Lost is not unlike
Spenser's depiction of "foule errour" in T^ Faerie f^ueene .
Both poets used archaisms, Invented symbolic names, and u?ed
similar connotations of words. "hese parallelisms imply **v»e pos
ibility of extended influence Ln detail as well a? in general
structure and in thought content.
In both Spenser and V 11 ton can therefore be found a •• simi-
larity in form and a common acceptance of such beliefs and atti-
tudes as scientific curiosity, Flatbnism, Puritanism, and .Pen a is
sance love of beauty.
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